
Cutting-Edge Technology
Imagine an environmentally-preferred, compact, lightweight floor 
machine with 650 rpm of cleaning power. Even better, imagine a 
machine that utilizes cutting-edge cylindrical brush technology to 
tackle floor surfaces from tile and cement to paver bricks, raised  
rubber disc, quarry tile, and other challenging applications. Add 
a solution tank, collapsible handle, and contact pressure six times 
greater than that of a single disc machine and you have the  
BR Vario II, the latest in industry floor machine technology.

A unique feature of the BR Vario II is that it can strip and scrub 
without the normal slinging of water seen in traditional rotary floor 
machines. The BR Vario II provides unmatched speed and efficiency 
for large areas, while allowing close edge cleaning along walls and 
other obstacles. The BR Vario II’s handle turns 90 degrees allowing 
the operator two-dimensional cleaning performance in all directions: 
left, right, forwards, and backwards.

Sustainability with Cylindrical Brush
Tornado’s BR Vario II cylindrical brush machine is designed for  
environmental sustainability. The use of cylindrical brushes conserves 
natural resources including water, solution and source materials. This 
unit is perfect for use in any facility with porous, or uneven hard floor  
cleaning challenges such as hospitals, schools, resorts, restaurants, 
retail shops, and much more. Cylindrical brush technology delivers 
low moisture deep scrubbing through concentrated brush speeds 
of 650 RPM — over six times higher than the speed of compa-
rable rotary brush automatic scrubbers, digging deeper into uneven  
flooring surfaces to remove dirt that a disc unit can’t reach. Cylindrical 
brushes also provide 4-6 times more contact pressure than  
rotary brush scrubbing, handling any flat or structured floor surface 
with ease.
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Cylindrical brushes or pads
A variety of cylindrical  brushes are available 
for high performance on  structured flooring. 
The unit can be fitted with a unique roller 
shaft that accepts  individual pads. Each pad 
can be changed if damaged  without the 
need to replace an entire single pad.

Two-dimensional cleaning
The handle of the BR Vario II can 
be unlocked, pivoted up to 90 
degrees, and re-locked, allowing 
cleaning in all directions. 

New Transport Wheel Storage
Large non-marking wheels make  
transport easy. Wheels are conveniently 
stowed on the handle during cleaning.

Convenient
The unit folds down for easy 
transport and storage.

P R O D U C T  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
MODEL BR VARIO II

CATALOG NUMBER 97607

CLEANING PATH 16”

COUNTER ROTATING BRUSHES* Two

BRUSH SPEED 650 RPM

SOLUTION TANK 2.4 gal. 

OPERATING DIRECTION 4-way

POWER** 120V

WEIGHT 58 lbs.

DIMENSIONS (WITHOUT HANDLE) 20” X 19” X 6.7”

W A R R A N T Y
LABOR 2 year

PARTS 1 year

O P T I O N A L  A C C E S S O R I E S
VERY FIRM SCRUB BRUSH (2 REQ.) K4762249

SOFT SCRUB BRUSH (2 REQ.) K4762250

GRIT HI-LOW GROUT (2 REQ.) K4762251

GRIT HEAVY SCRUB BRUSH (2 REQ.) K4762252

HORSE HAIR BRUSHES (2 REQ.) K4762274

50 FT. EXTENSION CORD (14-3 GAUGE) 32217
CYLINDRICAL PAD SHAFT (2 REQ.) K4762228

20-PC. LIGHT SCRUB/POLISHING PACK (2 PACKS REQ.) K6369727

20-PC. EXTRA HEAVY SCRUBBING PAD PACK (2 PACKS 
REQ.)

K6369724

20-PC. HEAVY SCRUBBING PAD PACK (2 PACKS REQ.) K6369726

20-PC. POLISHING PAD PACK (2 PACKS REQ.) K6369725

Less Environmental 
Waste!

Tackle Uneven  
Floor Surfaces.

Solution Control

Transport Wheel 
Storage

Brush Control

Solution Tank

Transport Wheels

Two Brushes

Solution Fill

Key Features

 
cracks and crevices for deep-down cleaning

 
areas other machines can’t  

 
wheel storage

Versatility
The BR Vario II  can be used on any hard floor surface,  
penetrating hard-to-clean floors due to increased contract 
pressure. Doing an excellent job on vinyl tile, the unit 
also excels on rubber, ceramic, paver brick, and other  
architectural or porous flooring surfaces that stan-
dard floor machines struggle to clean. Simply add the  
appropriate brush or pad and clean any hard surface floor! 

Cleaning System Applications


